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ST EEPROMs make Applications Smarter

Flexible data
Byte alterability

High endurance
Cycling - Retention

Scalability in
density & package

Reliable device
0 defect approach
ST EEPROM for flexible data

- Small code
- Datalog
- User preferences
- Calibration
ST EEPROM Package offer

Robust 8 pin to Ultrathin 4 balls
ST Serial EEPROM – Make it easy!

ST EEPROM finder
APP

Select the right EEPROM

X-Nucleo shield
with drivers

Prototyping
ST EEPROM

Committed on the long term

- Nb 1 supplier with 30% WW market share*
- Wide portfolio focused on market trends
- Quality products & In-house technology

*IHS March 2019
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